A novel method for dew detection based on photonic crystal fiber (PCF) interferometer that operates in reflection mode is presented in this paper. A large wavelength peak shift for the interference pattern is observed at the onset of dew formation. The fabrication of the sensor head is simple since it only involves cleaving and splicing. By attaching a thermoelectric cooler with temperature feedback, the fiber sensor demonstrated can be used as a dew point hygrometer.
INTRODUCTION
Humidity refers to the water vapour content in air or other gases. Humidity measurements can be stated in a variety of terms and units. The three commonly used terms are absolute humidity, relative humidity (RH) and dew point. Absolute humidity is the ratio of the mass of water vapour to the volume of air or gas. It is commonly expressed in grams per cubic meter. The ratio of the percentage of water vapour present in air at a particular temperature and pressure to the maximum amount of water vapour the air can hold at that temperature and pressure is called relative humidity. Dew point, expressed in °C or °F, is the temperature and pressure at which a gas begins to condense into a liquid. Dew point is a function of the pressure of the gas but it is independent of temperature and is therefore defined as fundamental. Dew (condensed moisture) is a problem in the fields of precision electrical devices, automobiles, air conditioning systems, warehouses and domestic equipment, etc. High humidity and condensation can create an environment where the development of mould on the wooden parts can take place and it can also cause corrosion of iron parts. This is a major problem in the case of the works of art in the museums and churches. So there is a strong demand for a sensor able to accurately detect a high humidity or dew condensation state. Optical fiber sensors offer specific advantages, such as small size and weight, immunity to electromagnetic interference, corrosion resistance and remote operation, by comparison to their conventional electronic counterparts. An optical fiber sensor for dew detection inside organ pipes has been reported by F. Baldini et al. 1 . The working principle of the sensor is based on the change in the reflectivity which is observed on the surface of the fiber tip, when a water layer is formed on its distal end. The fiber used in their experiment was a multimode fiber with 400 micro meter core diameter. In this paper we present miniaturised probe for dew detection using a photonics crystal fiber interferometer (PCFI) operated in reflection mode. The fabrication of the PCFI is very simple since it only involves cleaving and splicing. Furthermore the spectral measurement technique utilised in this work is free from the errors due to source power variations.
2. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION Consider a quantity of air with constant number of water particles at a certain temperature, T and relative humidity, RH < 100%. The dew point temperature T d is defined as the temperature to which this quantity of air must be cooled down such that, at constant pressure, condensation occurs (RH = 100%). In terms of relative humidity RH and temperature T, the dew point temperature is given as: where, λ=243.12 0 C and β=17.62 are the Magnus parameters for the temperature range -45 to 60 0 C.
We have recently reported the relative humidity response of a PCFI [2] . An increase in humidity causes the shift of the interference pattern of PCFI to a higher wavelength and this interference peak shift is exponential with respect to relative humidity. We attribute the shift of the interference peak to the adsorption and desorption of H 2 O molecules along the surface of holes within the PCF, at the interface between air and silica glass. Evolution of the adsorbed water layer structure on silicon oxide at room temperature has been demonstrated in [3] . Tiefenthaler and Lukosz [4] have shown that adsorption and desorption of water vapour by the surface of a waveguide changes the effective RI of the guided modes, for the case of a humidity sensor based on an integrated optical grating coupler. In the case of a PCF a similar adsorption and desorption of water vapour on the surface of the silica hole/air interfaces of PCF changes the effective refractive indices of the modes propagating in the PCF. In [3] it was shown from the adsorption isotherm that the thickness of the adsorbed layer on a hydrophilic silicon oxide surface at room temperature starts increasing exponentially above 60% RH. The effective RI of the interfering modes changes with respect to the thickness of this adsorbed layer inside the air holes of the micro structured silica fibre. The variation in the effective RI in turn causes a phase change between the interfering modes, resulting in a shift of the interference pattern. If we decrease the temperature of the PCFI the relative humidity inside the micro holes of the PCFI increases. Therefore interference peaks of the PCFI shift to higher wavelengths as we reported earlier [2] . As we further decrease the temperature of the PCFI the relative humidity inside silica holes becomes 100% or reaches the dew point temperature and hence the water vapour starts to condense. The condensed water vapour causes a large wavelength shift of the interference peaks.
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
A PCFI for dew detection is fabricated by splicing a stub of PCF (LMA 10, NKT photonics) to a standard optical fiber (SMF-28, Corning) using a conventional splicing machine. The PCF is made of pure silica and has nine layers of air holes arranged in a hexagonal pattern with the centre hole missing. The light guidance mechanism in such a fiber is by means of modified total internal reflection. The dimensions of the LMA-10 PCF simplify alignment and splicing with the SMF-28 with a standard splicing machine and minimise the loss due to MFD mismatch compared to other PCFs. During splicing the voids of the PCF collapse completely through surface tension within a microscopic region close to the splice point. For the interferometer fabricated in this study the total length of the collapsed region is ~300 μm. After the splicing, the PCF is cleaved using a standard cleaving machine so that the end of the PCF behaves as a mirror. The holes of the PCF are left open to the ambient atmosphere. The operating principle of the PCFI is based on the excitation and recombination of modes occurring in the region of the PCF in which the voids of the PCF are collapsed. The fundamental SMF mode begins to diffract when it enters the collapsed section of the PCF. Because of diffraction, the mode broadens allowing the excitation of two core modes in the stub of PCF [5] . The modes propagate through the PCF until they reach the cleaved end from where they are reflected. When the reflected modes re-enter the collapsed region they are recombined as a single SMF core mode. Fig. 1 shows the setup to interrogate the fabricated PCF interferometer. Light from a broad brand source (BBS), a SLD in this case, is launched into the interferometer through a fiber optic circulator and the reflected light from the cleaved end is fed to an optical spectrum analyser (OSA). This setup allowed for tracking of the shift of the interference peaks with high resolution. The reflection spectrum of the interferometer exhibits a regular interference pattern where the period of the interference pattern is inversely proportional to the length of the PCF section. The length of the PCF section used is 13 mm and the period of the interference pattern obtained for this length is 20.74 nm. To study the dew response of the fabricated PCF interferometer it is placed on a thermoelectric cooler (TEC). The temperature of the TEC element (DT28-8, Marlow industries inc.) is controlled by a temperature controller (ITC 510, Thorlabs). A thermistor (B57861S0103F040, EPCOS) is used to provide temperature feedback to the controller from the TEC element. An additional handheld thermometer (RS 52, Radionics Ltd) is used to confirm the temperature on the TEC surface. The experiments are carried out at room temperature and normal atmospheric pressure and an electronic relative humidity sensor is used for monitoring the room temperature and humidity. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Initially the temperature dependence of the PCFI is studied by increasing its temperature up to 70 0 C and found that its response as expected is almost temperature independent (< 5pm/ 0 C). To study the dew response of the PCFI the temperature of the PCFI is decreased from room temperature to below the dew point temperature. It is found that the position of the interference peaks shifted to higher wavelengths with decrease in temperature. Fig. 2 illustrates the shift of a typical interference peak of the reflected light from the PCFI for different temperature values. As we decrease the temperature of the PCFI the relative humidity inside the micro holes of the PCFI increases and causes this shift. At or below the dew point temperature (100% RH) water vapour condensation occurs, which results in a large peak shift. The peak wavelength shift of the PCFI is plotted against its temperature in Fig. 3 . The dewpoint temperature calculated using equation (1) based on the ambient condition is marked in the Fig 3. The water layer formed on the surface of the silica hole/air interface of the PCF will change the effective refractive indices of the interfering modes which in turn results in the interference pattern shift. The onset of the dew formation is characterised by a large shift of the interference peak which is obvious in Fig. 3 . The observations during the experiment and the calculated results are summarised in Table 1 . At a temperature just below the dew point temperature the interference peak shifts continuously with time. By bringing the temperature of the PCFI back to room temperature the interference peaks also shift to their initial position. This shows the reversibility of the sensor response. The simple fabrication method and the all-silica nature of the demonstrated sensor head suggests that with some simple additions such as attaching a TEC element with temperature feedback on to the PCFI, the combination can be used as a dew point hygrometer. 
